Revelation: The Bride, the Beast & Babylon

Amazing Facts has released the brand-new Revelation: The Bride, the Beast & Babylon DVD documentary, a riveting 90-minute video presentation that will help you make sense of the book of Revelation in the way it was always meant to be understood.
God Chooses Ordinary People
A new message from Pastor Doug explores just how much God can use you to do great things for His kingdom!

Bible Timeline
Amazing Facts’ new Bible Timeline is a powerful study resource that will take you through biblical history!

Mobile App Languages
Did you know the Amazing Facts Mobile App features content in 10 different foreign languages?
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Amazing Facts has announced the brand-new Revelation: The Bride, the Beast & Babylon DVD documentary, a riveting 90-minute video presentation that will help you make sense of the book of Revelation in the way it was always meant to be understood.

Understanding the real meaning of Revelation is more important than ever—especially as the religious world focuses on the growing conflict in the Middle East, a conflict many mainstream Christian leaders point to as the lynchpin of the apocalypse.

But Revelation challenges this popular view, showing that the Bible teaches something radically different, a teaching long understood by the Christian church until a sudden upheaval in biblical interpretation occurred at the end of the 1800s. In this documentary, you will actually learn the real-world identities of the bride of Revelation 12, the woman of Revelation 17, and Babylon—and the war being fought over the heart of Christ’s church today.

This groundbreaking presentation features stunning footage from historic locations throughout Europe, reenactments of major historical and Bible events, and compelling interviews with respected theologians and historians—adding new insight into the intense conflict between the great spiritual powers, the fall of the early Christian church, and the rise of the Reformation.

Educational and inspiring, Revelation: The Bride, the Beast & Babylon is now available for order at afbookstore.com!

Learn more by clicking here!
God Chooses Ordinary People

A new 2013 sermon from Pastor Doug explores just how much God can use you to do great things for His kingdom!

You don’t have to have a college degree or have miraculous healing powers to be used by God! Pastor Doug explores the Bible, from the Old Testament to the New, to show how God used plain, ordinary folk to reveal His amazing love and transform the world!

Here’s what others are saying about this DVD at afbookstore.com ...

“I am truly an ordinary person and this DVD gave me the hope I desired that the Lord can use me.”

“It’s refreshing to know that I do not have to have a PH.D or supernatural power before working for the Lord. Christ Disciples/Apostles were messed up just like so many of us are, but He used them anyway. I've learned that a lot of time when Christ want to use us it's not so much so we can save others, but it's to help save ourselves. We just need to be willing and obedient to the call.”

---

New Online Resource

Bible Timeline

Amazing Facts has debuted the new online Bible Timeline at www.biblehistory.com, a new Bible study resource that gives you an expansive, easy-to-navigate, interconnected database of every Bible character and major biblical event!

The Timeline is designed to help you get the most out of your study by providing a dynamic resource that utilizes the latest online technology, such as progressive scrolling and zoom-able layers, to pinpoint 850 historical events and Bible characters, providing historical context and important information through articles, complete Scripture references, historic artwork, and dynamic connections to educational videos and related entries.

We believe the result is one that will encourage people to increase their Bible literacy in a fun and intriguing way!

The Timeline features three major eras, or ages (age of patriarchs, age of Israel, age of Christ), divided into a total of 13 categories of events and characters, making navigation simple and intuitive. Visitors can also create an account to save their favorite entries for quick access wherever they are.

Learn more by clicking here!
Did you know the Amazing Facts Mobile App features content in 10 different foreign languages? From our popular 27-set Study Guide series, the Storacles, and our very best sharing books, you can access incredible Christian content in the language that works best for you!

We’ll also keep updating our foreign-language resources as finances allow—but for now, tell your friends about the multi-language resources and download the app for great Bible study and witnessing opportunities!

Our current resources for each language include

**Spanish**

- Amazing Facts Study Guides
- Storacles
- Topical Pocket Books

**Romanian**

- Amazing Facts Study Guides
- Storacles
- Topical Pocket Books

**Chinese (Mandarin)**

- Amazing Facts Study Guides
- Topical Pocket Books

**Japanese**

- Storacles

**French**

- Storacles
- Topical Pocket Books

**German**

- Amazing Facts Study Guides
- Storacles
- Topical Pocket Books

**Arabic**

- Storacles
Amazing Facts has been sharing the everlasting gospel around the globe for more than 45 years through television, radio, Internet outreach, publishing, Bible studies, training, and more! Now you can have all this great content at your fingertips wherever you go!